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 CONteMPOrary haLaCha 
COsMetiC tattOOiNg
Is micropigmentation permitted? 
By: Harav Yaakov rapppaport

 There is a current trend of cosmetic tattooing, in which needles deposit a 
colored pigment made from iron oxide, into the skin’s dermal layer.  This 
creates a permanent layer of makeup around the eyes or the lip area. 
Many women choose cosmetic tattooing to free themselves from applying 
makeup every day. Is cosmetic tattooing permitted or forbidden according to 
halacha?

Meseches Makkos, daf 21, discusses the halacha of tattooing, Hakosev kesovos kaka. the issur of tattooing 
applies when one puts color inside the skin.

this question of cosmetic pigmentation has arisen many times over the past few years.  there is a beautiful 
teshuva written by Harav nosson Gestetner, on this topic, in Teshuvas L’Horos Nosson, chelek 10, siman 14. 
let us review some of the main points that he covers in that Teshuva.

hOw LONg DOes the COLOr Last?
The first question to decide in hilchos k’suvos kaka, is how long must the tattoo last in order to be considered 
ossur?

the Mechaber in shulchan Aruch, siman 180, does not specify how long the tattoo has to last. In fact, the 
Gemara in Meseches Makkos discusses the question of putting stove ashes on an open wound, which creates a 
mark that resembles a tattoo.  obviously, this mark is only temporary. However, there still is a concern that it 
may be forbidden. so too, a temporary tattoo, which lasts for a certain time period, should also be ossur. 

r’ Gestetner rules that a tattoo lasting for a long time is ossur. Anything that lasts for three years pertaining to 
an issur of the torah is considered a chashuv time and, concerning a tattoo, is forbidden. there is an opinion in 
Rashi, in Gittin daf 20B that says a tattoo has to last l’olam, forever.  r’ Gestetner believes that l’olam is laav 
davka, not precise, rather it means a chashuv time, which is usually three years in halacha.

hOw DeeP is the COLOr?
there are other kinds of temporary tattoos which last for a short time. for example, an entry stamp for an 
amusement park or play center, such as chuck e cheese which are meant to be temporary.  Are these tattoos 
permitted?

In order to be classified as a tattoo, how deep does the color have to be imbedded in the body?

With cosmetic pigmentation, a needle implants the dye into the skin. But a mark from an amusement park is 
different, it is just a stamp. The Minchas Chinuch says that the hagdara of Ksovas Kaka has to be deep enough 
that it cannot be erased with normal soap and water.  

Therefore a stamp from an amusement park would be permitted, because it can be washed off with soap and 
water. similarly, if someone draws a picture on his hand, even if he presses the pen deep into his skin, this is 
permitted because it can be removed by washing with soap and water. However cosmetic tattoos are under the 
skin and very difficult to remove. Therefore, there would be no heter for cosmetic pigmentation.

what COMes First, the iNDeNtatiON Or the COLOr?
the process of Ksovas Kaka has two parts to it, the kakua, or indentation, and the writing itself. there is a 
discussion among the poskim, in which order is the issur enacted?
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The Rambam seems to say that first you tear the skin, and subsequently insert the dye.  However, the Raavad says 
that first you write, and then you make the tear in the skin.

the Bach in shulchan Aruch, siman 180, says that there is no machlokes here.  the Raavad is saying the order 
of the possuk, ksovas kaka, that first you write and then you make the indentation.  But, in actuality, the Rambam 
says this is not the case. Even if one would tattoo the normal way, first putting the indentation in the skin and then 
putting it the dye, this would still transgress the issur of ksovas kaka.

With cosmetic tattooing, both steps are done simultaneously.  the needle enters the skin and inserts the dye in one 
motion. this would certainly violate the prohibition of ksovas kaka.

the reasON BehiND the tattOO
Does intention make a difference in the halacha of tattooing?

 According to r’ shimon, the issur is only tattooing for an avodah zara. However, we seem to pasken that ksovas 
kaka for any reason is prohibited.

However, r’ Avigdor nevensal, the Rav of Yerushalayim’s Alt Shtot, in Techumim, chelek 18:113, permits it. r’ 
nevensal explains his reasoning with an example from Hilchos Shabbos. 

In discussing the laws of Shabbos, the malacha of writing must be done with a letter or a picture. However just 
coloring something is a separate malacha of tzoveyah, which is dyeing.  Why is dyeing not included in the issur of 
writing? Why is there a separate malacha of tzoveyah?

r’ nevensal explains that writing and coloring are two separate actions. Drawing and writing is one category, 
while coloring is another. therefore, he rules that cosmetic micropigmentation is permitted because it falls under 
the category of coloring, and it is not labeled as koseiv. the torah forbids Ksovas Kaka, and not Tzoveyah kaka.

is KOseiV the saMe thiNg as tzOVeyah?
I would argue that r’ nevensal’s heter is not so convincing. He brings Hilchos Shabbos as a proof, but there 
is a difference in the issur of meleches koseiv and the issur of Ksovas Kaka. M’doraisa, in order to transgress 
meleches koseiv, one has to write two letters on Shabbos. However, when it comes to the issur of Ksovas Kaka, 
even one letter would be a sin deserving of malkos.

If the word Koseiv in Ksovas Kaka is different than the melacha of Koseiv on Shabbos, with regards to the number 
of letters, could it be that it is also different when it comes to tzoveyah, coloring? perhaps in shabbos, coloring is 
not included in writing but pertaining to tattooing it is included.

the exCePtiON OF KOVOD haBriOs
However, there is a general rule which the Gemara sets forth in Meseches Brachos, that when it comes to kavod 
habrios, something that could cause a lack of respect and honor for humans, we are doche and push aside an issur 
D’rabbanan.  concerning k’sovas kaka and inserting dye into a body, we have reason to believe that it’s only an 
issur D’rabbanan, and not an issur D’oraisa. 

r’Basri the Rav of Yerushalayim and Av Beis Din explains why ksovas kaka by coloring is only D’Rabbanan. 
firstly, because one is not writing a word. And secondly, because the dye is inserted in a cosmetic fashion, not 
like a tattoo. since cosmetic tattoos may only be D’Rabbanan, then b’mokom kavod habrios, we know that issurei 
d’rabbanan are nidche b’fnei kovod habrios.  

for example, r’ Basri permits a woman who is missing eyebrows to dye eyebrows on her skin.  Also, a woman 
who has suffered a tremendous burn is permitted to have cosmetic surgery for kavod habrios.

the consensus of most poskim, including Maran HaRav Elyashiv Zt’l, is that a tattoo is certainly ossur. However 
cosmetic surgery which is needed for kovod habrios, there are heterim from R’ Basri, and one could rely on shitas 
r’ nevensal, bidieved, that it’s permitted in all scenarios. 
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